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sbv IMPROVER (systems biology verification - Industrial Methodology for PROcess VErification in Research) is a challenge-based program with 
a specific focus on the verification of industrial research processes related to systems biology.
The first challenge (Diagnostic Signature) was designed to determine to what extent transcriptomic data can be used for phenotype prediction 
and to identify best-performing computational methods.
The second challenge (Species Translation) was designed to address the extent to which biological effects of stimulus-induced perturbations in 
rats translate to those in humans.
In the current challenge (Network Verification) we provide the community with network models of molecular events contributing to the Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). These models of key biological processes include access to underlying scientific literature citations that 
have been expertly curated to provide mechanistic substantiation for each molecular relationship represented. The scientific community will be 
encouraged in the review of the relationships between molecular entities and to make improvements on the represented biology covering 
fundamental processes involved in respiratory disease. Web-based graphical interfaces are used to visualize the biological relationships. 
Crowdsourcing principles enable participants to annotate these relationships based on literature evidences. A text analytics web service can be 
used by participants to assist with the creation of OpenBEL compliant knowledge statements given evidence lines from references. Best 
performers in the crowd-verification phase will be invited to a 3-day event to resolve controversies with subject matter experts, finalizing and 
publishing the network models. The resulting models will represent the current status of biological knowledge within the defined boundaries. For 
some period following conclusion of the challenge, the published models will remain available for continuous use and expansion by the scientific 
community.
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The Network Verficiation Challenge in a Nutschell

The network verification challenge consists of five phases. In 
the first phase, network models are constructed based on the 
literature and data-driven hypothesis validation. The models are 
imported into a Web-based platform (CausalBioNet) for the 
second phase (online Crowd-verification). In phase 2, experts 
and biology students and researchers are encouraged to access 
and verify/enhance the network models directly on the platform. 
This process is set up as a reputation-based collaborative com-
petition, where actions on the network are given points that are 
recorded in a leaderboard. After this online phase is closed, in 
phase 3, the results and actions are analyzed, and the organiz-
ers select a number of edges that appeared to be the most con-
troversial for discussion in a jamboree (phase 4) that will gather 
together scientific experts and the best contributors in the 
online phase. After a wrap up of the conclusions and actions on 
the network discussed during the jamboree, in phase 5, verified 
versions of the networks will be released for the scientific com-
munity at large to use.
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